




• The session will be recorded and students will be provided with a link after the sessions. We also 

use these to ensure great quality of the training 

• Place yourself on “mute” to avoid any additional noises that may disrupt the session

• As this is a small group you are welcome to use the Raise Hand function on Zoom to ask a 

question at any time or just tune in at the end of a slide

• A survey will be sent to you at the end of the course for some feedback
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• Understand how to begin digital transformation in the marketing team during the Covid-19 and enable 
the team to track their digital marketing efforts in the midst of a pandemic

• Learn how to integrate digital marketing channels including, organic and paid media, B2B channels, 
website design, data analytics to generate inbound leads for their business 

• Understand what different tools and platforms (martech) are available and what are the right martech 
solutions to use to your advantage and accelerate demand generation

• Learn how to attribute the digital marketing success against the marketing ROI to position marketing 
as a growth driver function for the business.

Note: Beginner digital marketing knowledge is not required. 



Wednesday, 5:00 pm – 8:00 pm

● Introduction to Digital Marketing
● Martech solutions
● Group discussion - 10mins
● Campaign tagging
● Exercise - 5mins
● Digital KPIs – performance and measurement 
● Break - 10mins
● Organic content - SEO and organic social media
● Group discussion - 10mins
● Paid media - PPC, Paid Social, Programmatic and other

Thursday, 5:00 pm – 8:00 pm

● Paid media - PPC, Paid Social, Programmatic and other
● Discussion - 10mins
● Digital strategy, virtual lead generation and content amplification 
● Group exercise - 10mins
● Break - 10mins
● Website and Conversion Rate Optimisation
● Legal and compliance - GDPR, FCA guidelines and processes
● Case Study - 15mins
● Managing and keeping up with the future digital changes 



• What are you looking to achieve with this session? 

• What is your current level of digital marketing and marketing in general?

• Are there any challenges that you hope to address by completing this course?





• What is Marketing?

• The Cs, the Ps, and all the Jazz in the mix

• The marketing funnel and why it is important



Definitions: 

Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging 

offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large. (AMA)

The science and art of exploring, creating, and delivering value to satisfy the needs of a target market at a profit.  

Marketing identifies unfulfilled needs and desires. It defines, measures and quantifies the size of the identified 

market and the profit potential. It pinpoints which segments the company is capable of serving best and it designs 

and promotes the appropriate products and services (Kotler)

Marketing is the management process responsible for identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer 

requirements profitably. (CIM)
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• Most valid marketing theory since 1960s by McCarthy. It was extended to 7Ps later on to include: Process, People, Physical Environment 

• Its objective is to help companies understand the market & sell their products effectively, to increase sales revenue.

• Large used for products and not so much for Services



• The 4Cs marketing model was developed by Robert F. Lauterborn in 1990. It is a modification of the 4Ps model.

• It is not a basic part of the marketing mix definition, but rather an extension.



A – Awareness – attract your target audience, give them 

information about your business.

I – Interest – show your target audience that not only do you 

exist but can also offer them something that will solve their 

problem.

D – Desire – make your target audience adore what you sell.

A – Action – customers interact with you somehow.





Digital Marketing and Marketing - Definitions
• “Marketing is the science and art of exploring, 

creating, and delivering value to satisfy the needs 
of a target market at a profit. Marketing identifies 
unfulfilled needs and desires “(P. Kotler)

• “Digital Marketing refers to any marketing 
methods conducted through electronic devices. 
This includes online marketing efforts conducted on 
the internet. In the process of conducting digital 
marketing, a business might leverage websites, 
search engines, blogs, social media, video, email 
and similar channels to reach customers.”(AMA)



1990 First search-engine 
launched - Archie

1994 First online display ad

1996 Email marketing

1998 Google was born

2000 PPC, AdWords, Mobile 
Advertising

2003 LinkedIn was born

2004 Facebook was born

2005 Google Analytics, 
Youtube

2006 Twitter, Marketing 
Automation 

2008 Facebook Ads

2010 Instagram was born

2011 Pinterest and Snapchat

2013 i-Beacon, Micro-Location

2014 Mobile Surpasses 
Desktop, Omni channel

2016 Digital spend surpasses 
TV

2019 AI and Personalisation 
is introduced

2020 Digital is part of the marketing 
strategy for nearly 90% of 
businesses
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Definition: 

“Martech or marketing technology refers to any software, programme and technology widgets 
marketing professionals use to plan, execute, track, measure and analyze their teams’ 
marketing efforts” (MarTech Today)

Types of martech: 

• Commerce and Sales

• Advertising and promotion

• Content Marketing

• Social Media Marketing

• Data and Analytics

• Management and Collaboration





Type Recognised brand in B2B Use case

Commerce and Sales Salesforce Customer Relationship Management

Data and Analytics Google Analytics Tracking and Measurement

Advertising and Promotion Adwords Pay Per Click Advertising

Content Marketing and Email Pardot/MailChimp Email Marketing

Social Media Marketing and Monitoring Hootsuite, Meltwater News, Social Bakers Facebook and LinkedIn

Management and Collaboration Trello Project Management

Event Tools BrightTalk, Zoom, Hopkins, Brello, On24 Online event management and webinars

Automation HubSpot, Pardot Various scheduled tasks based on 
workflows

*These are just some leading examples 
that is not an exhaustive list and Fintech B2B Marketing is not promoting any of these products.



Martech: 

• Always consider the different plans martech companies have before picking yours as they have 
different level of benefits

• Analyse what solutions there are as options and create a pros and cons lists based on your 
situation

• Where possible look for technology solutions that have provided integrations with various 
platforms, such as Salesforce and Facebook, that will save you the costs for development work

• Always be mindful of using too many different solutions and being too fragmented with 
technology -  have one centralised integrated platform (such as BrightTalk, SurveyMonkey, 
Social media tools which should be all integrated with your marketing automation platform) this 
is important so you can get one single view of the customer.

• To drive scale reliability during a pandemic consider cloud-based platforms - especially in this 
and pandemic environment where working remotely has become a norm as there is no need for 
on-premise infrastructure to pull data. 

• Request a monthly trial if the commitment is at high cost and you are unsure how it will benefit 
your team



Martech: 

• Does your organisation use any Martech solutions or tools at the moment?

• If yes, what are they and what is their primary objective?

• Are you considering to add more tools to enable your marketing teams?



Definition: 
Campaign Tagging is the use of certain text, symbols, letters and numbers that are attached to 
the end of a campaign URL and help better track and understand the digital marketing efforts 
of your team. They are linked to different martech solutions such as Google Analytics and 
support us with providing numbers for reports, consider our action plans based on performance 
and accurately measure campaign efforts. 

Importance and benefits: 
They are particularly important for paid digital marketing as a crucial way to measure impact 
and ROI. 

Technology necessary for this to work: 
1. Data and Analytics for the website 
2. Link between CRM and Website Analytics (eg Tableau)
3. Adtech platforms with tagging (eg Google Adwords)

• aign tagging
• Why is that important
• Martech you need 
• Structure
• Automate 



How do tagging and the user journey work?
Google Analytics uses cookie data to understand visitor data. The 
data is captured further by using parameters. These could be 
medium (organic, referral, direct, etc.), source (website that the 
user comes from), browser information, location. It is important that 
with parameter tagging you overwrite cookie data.

How to approach campaign tagging?
• Complete a website audit
• Check if website tracking is available: correct tagging across 

the website
• Campaign tracking: floodlights and pixels
• Invest in Insights & Analytics resource



Invest time in comprehensive UTM tagging: 

• URL Builders: 
• Source, Medium, Campaign,Term, Content

• Naming convention structure
• Use a coding frame.
• Keep it consistent. 

Example:

https://www.marketingweek.com/marketoonist-on-lead-nu
rturing/?cmpid=em~newsletter~breaking_news~n~n&utm
_medium=em&utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=b
reaking_news&eid=17016965&sid=MW0001&adg=0C56D
B5D-46D3-4B99-93DE-14B078A17A6D

https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/





Campaign tagging: 

• Do not complete tagging for internal linking purposes

• Missing links in header and footer of your email marketing campaigns can be crucial

• You should create unique naming conventions for each medium and source especially if 

using multiple marketing campaigns and multiple digital channels

• Do not mix cases in campaign tags as this changes the reading of the platforms

• Not following a consistent naming convention for the same campaigns 



1. Go to: https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/

2. Use:  https://www.fintechb2bmarketing.com/

3. Fill in the fields and share your final URL in the chat

Campaign Tag Recommended Application

utm_source Try to be specific about the traffic source e.g. Google, Newsletter, Facebook

utm_medium What is the general nature of the where the traffic came from e.g. cpc, banner, 
email, social

utm_campaign Name of the name of the campaign, product or the promotional code

utm_term Used for pay per click advertising; capture the search terms used in PPC campaigns

utm_content Any particular content that was advertised or published through a channel

https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/campaign-url-builder/
https://www.fintechb2bmarketing.com/marketing-digital-transformation-during-pandemic-foundation/




Definition:

“Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are a group of critical measures that you should monitor to 
record the success of your marketing efforts, or your agency should be reporting these to you. 
As insinuated with the ‘I’ in ‘KPI’, these metrics do not necessarily have to be a specific answer 
or result, but more an implication of the direction of results - are they improving, decreasing or 
plateaued”. (Zazzle Media)

Types of KPIs: 

• Leading indicator
• Primary
• Tertiary 
• Secondary



A – Awareness – impressions

I – Interest – clicks

D – Desire – website user that browses and reads content

A – Action – customers interact with website such as 

becoming a lead or making a sale



Digital marketing KPIs to measure: 

● Web traffic sources
● Brand awareness
● Cost per lead
● Website traffic leads
● Returning visitors
● Online conversion rates
● Lead conversion rates
● Click thru rate
● Customer lifetime value

Followed by commercial KPIs to measure: 
• Sales
• Revenue
• CPA
• ROI
• GM





Making your digital marketing KPIs S.M.A.R.T

“KPIs, and goals in general, need to be clearly understood by everyone involved. It’s very easy 

for different people to have different interpretations of a goal even when it seems as 

unambiguous as a quantified KPI. Therefore all KPIs should be SMART” (SmartInsights)



• For reporting purposes: Decide what you will measure across all channels 

• For optimisation purposes: measure the full funnel to fulfill your campaign objectives

• Find industry benchmarks to understand if the campaign is doing well or not

• Always make your KPIs Specific Measurable Achievable Relevant Time-bound 

• Understand how your KPIs develop over time for the duration of the campaign









Definition: 
SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization, which is 
the practice of increasing the quantity and quality of 
traffic to your website through organic search engine 
results (Moz)

PPC

Organic





Identifying the right keywords: 
Firstly, understand where you need to place your efforts and how you will be optimising. Look for the keywords 
and terms users would use to ask for their query. By doing this you identify the keywords, users can find your 
website as you optimise content 

Factors:
Search Volume – consider how many users actually search for a given term. The popularity of the term 
increases with more users searching for said query. Aim for sizable audiences searching for these keywords to 
ensure traffic volume. Otherwise, if the search volume is very limited and not quite popular, a limited amount of 
users would be interested in that piece of content leading to small traffic numbers.

Relevance – keyword relevancy basically means how relevant and vital these queries and terms are to a piece 
of content on your website. Search engines would determine what the webpage is referring to by utilising the 
content and its keywords and potentially even rank the keywords depending on their relevance and content 
importance

Competition – the space on search engine pages is limited as a result competition could be quite high from 
page 1 and it can begin to decrease as the user moves on to subsequent pages. Consider the competition of 
each keyword as this may determine your success levels and amount of efforts in SEO.



TRUSTED + TECH SEOAUTHORITY – OFFSITE

Disavow files need to be reviewed to remove any 
toxic links 

Increase KW visibility through onsite content hub 
pieces to index for 70 to 100  keywords 

Find any group links across the company or explore 
partner linking opportunities

Fix errors, canonical tags, better UX with CTAs on 
pages, speed & site wide navigation 

New CMS, Schema (collapsible content)

EXPERTISE – ONSITE

Digital PR and Outreach
Social & Amplification

Improve KW Rankings with ongoing SEO content 
through evergreen content

Hero content to hit page 1



Increase KW visibility through onsite content hub 
pieces to index for 70 to 100  keywords 

EXPERTISE – ONSITE

Improve KW Rankings with ongoing SEO content 
through evergreen content

Hero content to hit page 1

● Begin by identifying the top 10 keywords that you 
would like to target and use them as the head 
terms; they need to be on top of the KW hierarchy 
and usually encompass the keywords that you 
expect to convert 

● The rest of the 100 KW are used as supporting 
keywords to your head terms and will bring you 
traffic. These can be split to conversion KW and 
Information KW

● This will help outline your evergreen content and 
future guides to be created as part of your content 
plan



AUTHORITY – OFFSITE

Disavow files need to be reviewed to remove any 
toxic links 

Find any group links across the company or explore 
partner linking opportunities: 

Digital PR and Outreach
Social & Amplification

● Start with assessing your backlink website heritage. 
Are any of the links considered as spam? Do they 
need removing 

● Once done and the website has a clean profile of 
backlinks, offsite authority needs to be raised and 
this is usually done by looking for link opportunities - 
great for some work with your partners

● To achieve better rankings, the onsite content 
needs to attract high domain links to improve 
authority. This could be done through digital PR



TRUSTED + TECH SEO

Fix errors, canonical tags, better UX with CTAs on 
pages, speed & site wide navigation 

New CMS, Schema (collapsible content)

● Scan the website to 404 and redirect them where 
possible or bring the page live.

● Consider having a Call To Action on every page with 
the appropriate user experience

● Monitor your site health and domain authority on a 
weekly basis

● Add FAQs to your pages as they help your product 
pages rank well without overloading the page with 
content







Definition:

“Organic social media refers to the free content (posts, photos, video, memes, Stories, etc.) that all users, 

including businesses and brands, share with each other on their feed using social media channels.” 

(Hootsuite)

79% of the Internet users around the world are on Facebook, and HubSpot claims 74% of people claim to 

use Facebook for professional purposes. Social media has become this giant mash of branding, ecom and 

customer services that offers great opportunities for small and big business out there to push their brand’s 

outreach, connect to their customers and expand growth:

● A percentage of your followers (a.k.a. your ‘organic reach’)
● Your followers’ followers (if people choose to share your post)
● People following any hashtags you use

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/
https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics


B2B Social Media B2C Social Media

Focus on leads, traffic to your 
website and overall conversions 
(lower funnel metrics)

Focus on building an engaged 
fanbase, growing a community 
and brand health

Higher investment than B2C which 
is geared towards analytics, 
content creation and niche topics

Brings always-on customer 
service, building brand loyalty and 
triggering a conversation in the 
community

Content is geared more toward a 
company social audience

Content is about the customer, the 
community and its needs



One of the best social channels to use in a B2B set-up is Linkedin

Benefits: 
• Biggest B2B and professional community
• Helps building brand and reputation for an organisation that sell 

professional services
• Generates leads quickly 
• Offers advanced organic and paid options

Strategies to pursue:
• Drive lead-generation
• Increase company awareness and reputation through company showcase 
• Create a community

Hacks: 
• Keep it personal to go viral - tell your company story
• Join events through hashtags - you can increase your reach 
• Create LinkedIn groups to nurture a community - push interesting content 
• Use lead-gen forms - increase your leadbase







SEO: 

• Make sure you work out a content plan based on search volumes 

• Split them into evergreen and topical content 

• Internal links will help Google associate your content and build trust

• Acquire quality backlinks with quality content

Organic social media

• Understand your audience and their social media channels 

• Decide on your brand’s power social media channel

• Build a community with quality content and engaging fanbase conversations



• What great examples of content and organic social media campaigns have you seen? 

• What is great about these examples?   

• Why do you think they have worked?
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